
Question #2: What uses/scenarios would you not like to see at the Foundry?
Would not like to see non-Cambridge based organizations nor for retail.  There are so many wonder Cambridge based non-profi0ts that I hope there will be a 

clear and transparent way , for both community members and organizations, to determine who/ what  goes into the space.

No more tech start ups! This is a chance for Cambridge to express how they will bridge the access gap

No more office space

Specific Functions

Blocked windows, corridor mazes, what's there now

All for profit!

More science labs

Events, exhibits, gym & swim, educational, outreach

Lab or office space

Parking lot, a copy of Cambridge Multi- Cultural Arts Center

Pure office space

HAZMAT

Do not sell the building!  Missed opportunity!

More start-ups, labs or industrial space

Market rate housing Do not sell the building for commercial use

Cubicles need to go! 

Housing-enough is being built in that area

Mostly commercial uses in the 10k "community" S.F. leases to an entity that the neighborhood sees no benefit from

Definitely no more research labs

No more labs!

Expensive residential, McDonalds, Verizon

The City should keep the space and use it for community/non-profit use.  We are at risk of loosing our cultural institutions 

Expensive residential, McDonalds, Verizon

Exclusive space for kids (though there should be skills training for kids (though there should be skills training for kids mixed in to other use/programs.  

"STEAM" is a catchy  trend but these goals can be accomplished without dedicated kids space.  Also any artist use should emphasize 3D/ making things for an 

A sale, lease for profit. Lease to establish for-profit businesses outside of the arts and media, violation or modification of the Alexandria agreement.

Selling the building to outside developer for private use and profit

No more than 1/2 of the space to be used for adult-centric office space-For it to be available for lease-To have stand-alone city take over the space. 

Government offices, limited hours after 6 pm

7_Eleven, Dunkin Donuts, More commercial / lab space

No franchises.  Use any proposed retail spaces to give dreamers a chance.

 The comments included here represent responses receieved from the public to questions posed in the Foundry questionnaire 11/27/2013


